
Commission Structure 2020
f r e q u e n t ly  a s k e d  q u e s t i o n s

Why is the company offering new plans?
Because you asked for them! PorchLight Real Estate Group (PorchLight) has 
built its business on leadership and innovation based on fair and honest 
relationships with our team. These new plans offer several innovative choices 
to help meet your business needs at any stage in your real estate career. 

What are the advantages of the new plans?
You now have a choice of commission plans allowing you to best determine 
how to run your business as it relates to compensation. These plans were 
built with feedback including a series of general open forum meetings 
and a formal “Needs Assessment Survey” conducted with our agents. The 
result delivers a high level of choice in plans that are simple and provide 
performance incentives. We listened to our agents when designing these 
new plans.

Can I stay on the Umbrella Plan if I want to?
Yes! Any agent on the Umbrella Plan as of July 1, 2020 can stay on 
indefinitely, regardless of production. If your production is under $3M, you 
will be charged a Business Development Fee of $250/month. Please see 
the next question for more details. The Umbrella Plan is also available to 
incoming agents with specific qualifiers. 

Will the Business Development Fee still apply if I stay on Umbrella?
Yes. If you are under $3M in LTM production (evaluated on the first of each 
month), and are on the Umbrella Plan, you will be charged a $250 monthly 
Business Development Fee.

Will the new plans change each year?
An annual CPI (inflation) update to the plan levels would normally occur. This 
type of adjustment is expected to have minimal impact.

NEW TERMS &  
DEFINITIONS
Gross Commission Income
All commissions, fees, bonuses & all other 
compensation, charged and received by PorchLight 
Real Estate Group.

Adjusted Gross Commission Income (AGCI) 
The portion of the Gross Commission Income 
received by PorchLight Real Estate Group, less any 
referral fees due or paid to another broker.

Agent Earning
The total amount of commission earned by the 
Agent per their commission plan. It is calculated by 
multiplying the AGCI by the Sales Agent’s plan level 
percentage. This is the amount that counts toward 
meeting the next acceleration point.

Acceleration Point
The amount of Agent Earnings required to advance 
Agent to the next commission percentage level. 
The Acceleration Point varies based upon the 
commission plan selection by the Agent.

Net Commission
Agent Earnings less any fees pertaining to the 
transactions (i.e. transaction fees, monthly fees & the 
Associate Resource Fee). 
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When does my “plan year” start?
We will be able to start the new plans on July 1st in most cases. If you 
decide to switch to a new plan this year, your “Commission Anniversary 
Date” will be the day you switched. Note that the plans refresh each 
year on your PorchLight anniversary date.

If I elect one of the new plans and change my mind, can I select a 
different plan?
Yes. If you find that an alternative plan among the Partner Program 
Plans better fits your business needs within 30 days of your initial 
election, you may have the option, one time, to change to another 
plan. Beyond the first 30 days, you can only change your plan election 
on your anniversary date. Should this scenario come up, please 
contact Accounting (accounting@porchlightgroup.com) for assistance 
in making the transition a simple and easy one. 

I noticed that the acceleration points are lower based on a lower 
starting commission level (in The Partner Plan). Can I elect to start 
below my qualifying income in order to reduce my acceleration point?
Yes! You may choose any starting point on the plan lower than your 
qualifying level. These plans are about choice and you can select 
whatever suits you best.

Are the new plans different from the current commission 
schedules?
Simply put, the new plans offer many more choices to best fit  
a wide variety of broker associate business models. The older  
‘legacy’ schedule offers little flexibility while the new plans offer 
many choices and are designed to help you progress to the maximum 
opportunity quickly.

Why didn’t we do this before?
We believe now is a great time to redefine how we do business by 
adding more choice for our agents. These new plans place PorchLight 
and our team members in an even more competitive position in the 
marketplace. We are excited about the potential of these plans to 
help drive our mutual business.

How is Adjusted Gross Commission Income determined?
Adjusted Gross Commission Income (AGCI) is the gross income 
brought in from a closing, less any referral fees paid to another broker 
or a co-broker. 

Example: 
   $10,000 GCI from the closing 
 - $ 2,500 (represents a 25% referral fee paid to another broker) 
   $ 7,500 Adjusted Gross Commission Income

What number actually determines when I progress to the next 
Acceleration Point—production, AGCI, Agent Earnings or Amount 
Paid to PorchLight?
The Amount Paid to PorchLight is what determines Acceleration 
Point—the production, AGCI, and Agent Earnings are just provided as 
estimated numbers to help provide context.

What number actually determines whether I meet the qualifier for a 
given plan—AGCI or production?
The AGCI is the true qualifier. The accompanying production is 
based on an average commission of 2.8%, and is simply provided 
for context. For your transition in 2020, you can either use your last 
12 months AGCI or your 2019 AGCI as your qualifier—whichever 
is greater. However, if you started at PorchLight after 1/1/19, your 
pre-PorchLight AGCI did not transfer over, so you can use your total 
production (either LTM or 2019CY) as a qualifier instead.

Under the new plans, how are agents paid on relocation and  
internet leads?
Under the new plans, sales associates may be paid differently than on 
the older ‘legacy’ schedule. The new Partner Plans will pay relocation 
business up to a maximum split of 90%.

Do Agents still pay for Errors & Omissions Insurance (E&O)?
Yes. This is still administered as it was previously, and Agents are 
responsible for their own E&O.

Why is there an Associate Resource Fee with the new plans?
All of the new plans will have an ARF (Associate Resource Fee) 
based on the sales price of the home in each transaction. This fee 
is necessary to account for the variable costs associated with the 
included service and support PorchLight provides. This fee allows 
our fixed cost allocation per agent (which has been referred to herein 
as “company share”) to be lower, which leads to lower acceleration 
points and higher commission split potential. 

The ARF will be .18% of the sales price of the home on all new plans 
with the exception of the Basecamp Program, which will be .36% of 
the sales price. The increase for the Basecamp Program is to give the 
new(er) agents the personalized training and coaching necessary to 
maximize their potential for the first two years on the plan.  

The Umbrella Plan does not have an ARF. 

Is the ARF included in the company dollar when calculating 
acceleration rates in the new plan?
No. The ARF is not included in the calculation of company dollar when 
calculating acceleration rates. 
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With the new Tiered plans, is there a minimum commission % 
requirement like there is with the Umbrella Plan?
No! Since the ARF is based on total sales price of the home, you have 
the flexibility to offer your client whatever commission plan best works 
for you and their needs. That said, we don’t believe you should ever 
discount your value as a full-service agent, so we recommend that you 
keep your average commission above 2.8% if possible.

Are there exceptions if an agent’s previous year’s earnings were close 
to the qualifying amount?
No. While we are excited to offer so many aggressive commission plans 
for our team, part of doing so results in no exceptions to the plans being 
offered. We are confident with the broad offerings, there is one that 
works best for most business scenarios. 

Will agents really earn 90% on these new plans or is this just a way  
for the company to make more money by lowering starting 
commission rates?
These plans were designed with input from agents to deliver a fair 
and honest solution to commission that will drive growth in our mutual 
business. The fact is that most agents have the opportunity to make 
more money, particularly as production increases. PorchLight believes 
we are business partners with our agents and will continue to offer the 
leading support, technology and marketing they expect—with splits that 
are fair and equitable for all.

You said the new plans are fair…does this mean the old plans  
are not fair?
Not at all, but note there has been a push in the real estate industry to 
offer greater choice in compensation decisions. The new plans make 
PorchLight even more competitive and—based on feedback from 
agents—will help us retain and attract the best talent in the industry. Our 
old structures limited the choice of services, which many of our agents 
told us clearly that they want.

If I choose a new Tiered plan, can I pick and choose which listing 
services I want for each listing?
Yes. However, if you elect against using a PorchLight photography 
option, your listing MUST be photographed by a professional 
photographer. This requirement helps us maintain the strong PorchLight 
brand, and ensure any materials you do order via PorchLight are up to 
standards. You will provide high-resolution photos to your TC at least 2 
days prior to market date if ordering a PorchLight listing marketing suite. 

If I’m Umbrella Plan, can I be credited back for services I don’t use  
on a listing?
No. There are no exceptions, including out-of-service area or  
land listings.

How do the new Administrative Services plans work?
You can select from three levels of Administrative support: Base TC 
Services, Premium TC Services or the BA Program. Each level provides 
a different level of support in your transactions, and the BA Program 
also includes non-transaction related support. See the Administrative 
Services materials for more details on which services are covered on 
each plan. You can “up-level” from Base TC Services at any time, and 
you can apply for the BA Program at any time (that program is based 
on availability), but once you are on a higher level plan, you won’t be 
able to move down in service level until your commission anniversary 
date. The BA Program requires a minimum of 20 transactions per year. 
If you don’t meet that requirement, you may be billed for additional 
transactions at the end of your commission plan year, in order to 
be included in the BA Program. Agents on the Umbrella Plan will 
automatically get the Premium TC service level at no additional cost. 
If you are on the Umbrella Plan and are currently enrolled in the BA 
Program (as of July 1, 2020), your per-transaction fee will remain at 
$200 per transaction for the remainder of 2020, and increase to just 
$300 per transaction in 2021. Agents on the Basecamp Plan will also get 
the Premium TC services, as long as they are paying the .36%P ARF. 

If I’m on the Premium TC plan or in the BA Program, will I be billed for 
transaction fees for terminated deals?
No.

I am starting on the Basecamp Plan. When and how do I transition to 
the other plans? Do I get to choose which plan I move to next?
If you are a current PorchLight agent as of July 1, 2020, you do not need 
to start on this plan. You can remain on your current plan, or choose 
from any new plan you qualify for. Any future agent participating in 
PorchLight’s new(er) to the industry training and development program 
will begin on the Basecamp Plan. Agents will remain on this plan for 
their first two years with PorchLight or until they achieve $137,500 in 
AGCI within a single plan year (which is the equivalent of $5,500,000 
in closed transactional volume based on a commission rate of 2.5%), 
whichever occurs first. 

At the time of those agents’ second anniversary date—or their first 
anniversary date if they achieved $137,500 in AGCI during their first plan 
year—they will select an alternate commission plan of their choice. They 
may choose any starting point on any plan lower than their qualifying 
level as determined by their AGCI for the previous 12 months. Their 
Managing Broker will meet with them to review qualifying information in 
advance of your selection. 
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How do fees work for double-ended deals under the new Tiered plans?
If you “double-end” a deal by representing both the buyer and seller, 
your commission split will be based on the total commission you earn 
from the deal. The ARF will be issued for each side, for a total of .36%  
of the sale price of the home. Any transaction fees (for Premium TC,  
BA Program, or agents who’ve reached the 100% threshold), will be 
billed at a rate of one-and-a-half times the original transaction fee.

How do these plans affect family and non-family teams?
There are separate Related Team Plans specifically designed for 
family teams. Two immediate family members working together, such 
as spouses, siblings and/or parent/child, can elect to be placed on 
individual plans for each member or can be collectively placed on one of 
the Related Team Plans. Non-family teams will be addressed in a future 
iteration. Our goal was to first give our current agents options.

How does this affect compensation on the sale of a personal residence?
For a property purchased or sold as a personal residence or an agent’s 
investment property with the agent on title, Associates will be pay  
$700 plus any services they use. 

How will fees/charges be assessed?
Any commission split, along with the ARF, will be taken out of each 
closing check. All monthly fees (technology, Executive Plan monthly 
fees), along with any accrued transaction services, listing services, and 
any additional charges will be combined into a single charge on the 
10th of each month. This charge will cover the following month of fees 
and any transaction and listing services over the previous month (i.e. a 
charge on June 10th would cover monthly fees for June 1st – June 30th, 
and transaction, listing and other service charges accrued between  
May 1st and May 31st). If you select the Executive Plan Quick Start 
option, your annual fee can be paid by credit card or check.

What happens if the agent joins or leaves PorchLight mid-month?
Recurring monthly charges will be waived for the first partial month of any 
new-to-PorchLight agent (on-boarding, listing services and transaction 
services fees still apply). If an agent leaves PorchLight after the single 
monthly charge has been processed, no refunds will be issued.

What happens if an agent has an invoice they want to forward on to a 
client to pay?
If an agent wants to bill their client directly for listing services, they’ll 
need to indicate that to their TC/BA when submitting the listing. Then all 
services will be charged in a single invoice that the agent can forward 
to their client to pay online. Otherwise, listing services are invoiced 
to the agent as they occur. If, after 30 days, the client invoice is still 
outstanding, the agent’s card will be charged and the agent will need to 
collect the fees directly from their client.

Are credit cards stored securely?
Yes, they are stored securely through an outside merchant with 
PorchLight’s accounting software, QuickBooks. Your full number is never 
accessible by any PorchLight employee.

What if an agent doesn’t have a closing for several months? Will they 
still be charged for their monthly fees or agent invoices automatically? 
Yes, monthly fees and agent invoices will be charged on the 10th of each 
month, regardless of closings.

Are there any charges that will be billed separately?
Yes. For any items ordered on the Hub, payments will be made 
separately using a credit card. These items may include, but are not 
limited to Generators and client gifts (beyond any agent allotments 
included in chosen commission plan), business cards, and sign riders.

If I have more questions about the plans or want detailed pricing for 
services, where should I go?
The Hub is your resource for all policies, processes and pricing. But if 
you have specific questions or can’t find what you’re looking for on the 
Hub, please reach out to your Managing Broker.

 Note: This document is intended to provide a quick reference guide 
for broker associates. For complete information and official PorchLight 
Real Estate Group policies relating to commission plans and recruitment 
programs, please refer also to the Policies & Processes section of the 
Hub. These policies are subject to change at the sole discretion of 
PorchLight Real Estate Group. 
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